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Abstract
This article aims to better understand civil law in the context of modern Islam in Indonesia by reviewing several publications that address civil law in the context of Islam from an Islamic standpoint. This article was conducted using a qualitative method. Then, utilizing coding and assessment methods, we examined the data to understand the primary issue fully. Because the research was performed during a pandemic, government restrictions limited public mobility; we relied on secondary data. Finding civil law in an Islamic context, marriage law in an Islamic context that emphasizes an Islamic view following the state’s view, how is the evidence for studying civil law in an Islamic context; including the primary law of the individual section, civil family law, and inheritance law in an Islamic context are among the highlights of our findings. We can conclude that Islamic civil law encompasses Munakahat (all aspects of marriage, divorce, and their legal consequences); Wiratsat (all aspects of heirs, heirs, inheritance, and inheritance distribution); and Mu’amalah (all aspects of material things and rights to objects, as well as human relations).
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Abstrak
Artikel ini bertujuan untuk lebih memahami hukum perdata dalam konteks Islam modern di Indonesia dengan meninjau beberapa publikasi yang membahas hukum perdata dalam konteks Islam dari sudut pandang Islam. Artikel ini dilakukan dengan menggunakan metode kualitatif. Kemudian, dengan menggunakan metode pengkodean dan penilaian, kami memeriksa data untuk memahami masalah utama dan penilaian, kami memeriksa data untuk memahami masalah utama dan penilaian, kami memeriksa data untuk memahami masalah utama dan penilaian, kami memeriksa data untuk memahami masalah utama dan penilaian, kami memeriksa data untuk memahami masalah utama dan penilaian. Menemukan hukum perdata dalam konteks Islam, hukum perkawinan dalam konteks Islam yang menekankan pandangan Islam mengikuti pandangan negara, bagaimana bukti untuk mempelajari hukum perdata dalam konteks Islam; termasuk hukum utama dari bagian individu, hukum keluarga sipil, dan hukum waris dalam konteks Islam adalah salah satu highlights dari temuan kami. Dapat kami simpulkan bahwa hukum perdata Islam meliputi munakahat (seluruh aspek perkawinan, perceraian, dan akibat hukumnya); Wiratsat (segala aspek ahli waris, ahli waris, pewarisan, dan pembagian harta warisan); dan Mu'amalah (segala aspek materi dan hak atas benda, serta hubungan antarmanusia).

Kata Kunci : Pemahaman Hukum perdata, Islam kontemperor, pemaham hukum, dan telaah literatur.
INTRODUCTION

The historical background of common law in Indonesia is identified with the historical background of European common law. In 1804, a common-law called the Code Civil de Francia was compiled. From 1809-1811, France colonized the Netherlands and performed Wetboek Napoleon Ingeriht Voor het Koninkrijk Hollad. Uniquely, in 1814 the Dutch systematized this action into the Civil Code. On July 6, 1830, the draft law was completed, effectively creating the Burgerlijk Wetboe (Book of the Dutch Civil Code) and the Wetboek van Koophandle (Book of Commercial Law). When the Dutch colonized Indonesia, they applied both laws. In 1948, Indonesia officially established the two codes based on the concordance rules (political guidelines). So, with a civil law background, Indonesia, once a Dutch colonial country, still uses civil law. However, along with Islamic data, slowly Islamic law also colored the time of Indonesia's independence until the current independence era.

Common civil law is a guideline that directs the relationship between legal subjects in the public's eyes. Strictly speaking, common civil law can be interpreted as something different from criminal law. The general laws are separated into four, to be specific. Laws about oneself, guidelines regarding having rights and acting alone, family law, guardianship, and accuracy are essential. Inheritance law regulates matters concerning a person's property or wealth if he bites the dust, and it also regulates the outcome of family relations on one's inheritance.

In contrast to criminal law, civil law itself is private, which focuses on regulating the relationship between individuals; in other words, it focuses on individual interests. The material general law is the legal principle that regulates freedom and social commitment.

---

When viewed in terms of capacity, common law consists of two kinds – limiting the law and material common law.\(^7\)

Common or civil law is the overall arrangement of decisions that focuses on one individual's relationship.\(^8\) Rahmatullah,\(^9\) characterizes common law as a law that directs the individual interests of the population and other people. This law is centered on the interests of the individual and provides draconian authorizations for proposed offenses as specified in the Civil Code. Common law in Indonesia has a recurring theme with common law in mainland Europe. In 1814, when the Dutch colonized Indonesia, the Netherlands also applied these two laws in its colonized countries, including Indonesia.\(^10\) Then in 1948, based on the standard of concordance (political rules), Indonesia authoritatively enacted the two laws. As an indication of progress, the Dutch Civil Code was drawn up, and the Wetboek van Koophandle, the Commercial Code.\(^11\)

Likewise, all the basic civil laws in Indonesia attached have summarized examples of legal articles per day that apply in Indonesia.\(^12\) There are two springs of everyday law: common law or habits that are specifically structured and unwritten. The following are examples from well-known legal sources, which rely on concordance standards. There are two familiar law sources, namely common law or custom, specifically structured and unwritten, and various familiar law sources. In contrast to criminal law, common law directs the relationship between people who plan to protect the public interest. Learning by using the model is more accessible for someone to capture the substance of the example.\(^13\) Common law regulates relations between people, in contrast to criminal law, which guarantees the public interest. There are two sources of general law, mainly structured and unwritten law or custom, and many other sources of structured law.\(^14\) The specifications for halal goods from the Dutch East Indies that apply in Indonesia depend on concordance standards. The

---


presence of this law prevents the ratification of the power of Book II of the Criminal Code, which is identical to land rights other than contracts. Learning by using the model makes it easier for someone to capture the contents of the illustration, so the following has summarized examples of everyday legal articles that apply in Indonesia.

Toward the end, there are likewise instances of the use of common law. For instance, somebody named Tono was sued by a lady, specifically Paulina, to pay remuneration for acquiring a dress and sack just as minor misfortunes since he had broken his guarantee. In this illustration, we have examined the significance of common law in Indonesia and then concentrated on its items. According to a legal perspective, Paulina could not document a claim in court since she did not meet the prerequisites of the claim. The question that happened did not abuse the privileges of the offended party, and there are no thoughtful law arrangements that are disregarded, overlooked, and not satisfied.

**METHOD**

This method section describes the procedures and approaches to data collection and analysis processes so that this study can answer the research questions. The problem of this study is to understand civil law in the context of contemporary Islam in Indonesia through a review of many publications that discuss civil law in the context of Islam from an Islamic point of view. We used a qualitative approach to conduct this research. Then we analyzed the data using coding and evaluation techniques to understand the main problem completely. We used secondary data because the study was conducted during a pandemic where government policies restricted public movement. The essence of our findings includes civil law in an Islamic perspective, marriage law in an Islamic context which emphasizes an Islamic view following the state's view, how is the evidence for studying civil law in an Islamic context; including the primary law of the individual section, civil family law, inheritance law in the Islamic context.

---

DISCUSSION

Civil law according to Islam.

In Indonesia, there are two kinds of law, namely private law, and public law. Private law concerns legal outcomes centered on individual interests, while public law affects a more comprehensive local area. General Islamic law is a positive law that applies in Indonesia, which is sourced from Islamic law (which is Islamic teachings sourced from the Qur’an). Improving Islamic law in Indonesia is new because not all Islamic countries have it. In Saudi Arabia, for example, there is not a single authoritative guide item used as an aid in state existence. What is remembered for general Islamic law can include family law, financial law, political law, procedural law, and so on, which are essential to the abundance of legal information in Indonesia and are trained in every legal workforce at all universities.

Islamic law born in Indonesia is described as Islamic law that has existed for quite a long time among individuals, as stated by specific experts. In the most opportune moments of the development of Islam in Indonesia, the emphasis was on Sufism, and then Islamic law was associated with Islam as a religion. Muslims in the district were then followed by establishing the main Islamic territory around the 13th century known as Samudera Pasai, which is located in the sky of Java. The Western (European) common law framework, as regulated in the Burgelijk Wetboek, depends on the arrangement of articles. The Dutch need to organize a legal life in Indonesia, with the stages of a critical approach, namely:

---

The progress of the common law of Islam in Indonesia cannot be separated from the discussion of Islam as a religion. There is no change from Dutch law to Indonesian law, except for the 1945 Constitution as an Indonesian item compiled on the premise of a crisis. A nation's laws should be more public and neighborly than global and widespread.\textsuperscript{26} The development of common law in Indonesia is divided into pre-independence and post-autonomy Islamic common law, the former covering the pioneering timeframe and the latter covering the post-pilgrimage time. There are regularly back and forth positions to decide about the Dutch provincial government and the legal executive depending on Islamic law, going from the type of agency to legal dualism.\textsuperscript{27}

In the change period, there are broad freedoms for the Islamic general set of laws to improve the fortunes of the lawful custom in Indonesia, to change measures completely.\textsuperscript{28} One of the confirmations is the order of Law Number 32 of 2004 and the Qanun of the Province of Nangroe Aceh Darussalam regarding the execution of Islamic Shari'ah. There are something like four results of legitimate Islamic ideas created and is relevant in Indonesia. These are fiqh, ulema's fatwas, court choices, and legal guidelines.\textsuperscript{29} Notwithstanding these powerful turns of events, there are numerous Islamic common law issues, clashes, and the advantages and disadvantages of a legitimate occasion. The Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI) gave a fatwa that went against the choice of the Constitutional Court to revoke Article 2 passage (2) of Law Number 1 of 1974 concerning marriage.\textsuperscript{30} The situation with an ill-conceived kid in the MUI fatwa is compared with that of a two-timing youngster. Kids coming about because of infidelity do not have connection relations, marriage gatekeepers, legacy, and sadaqah with the one who caused her introduction to the world.

Infidelity is a total violation, not a complaint violation, because infidelity is wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{31} The guarantee of offspring from a child that arises because of infidelity to the mother is planned to secure the child's lineage and other related strict arrangements, not as a form of separation. Children with only one parent present are not allowed to be organic

\textsuperscript{27} Jan Michiel Otto dan J. M. Otto, \textit{Sharia and national law in Indonesia} (Leiden University Press, 2010).
\textsuperscript{28} Euis Nurlaelawati, \textit{Modernization, tradition and identity: The Kompilasi Hukum Islam and legal practice in the Indonesian religious courts}, vol. 4 (Amsterdam University Press, 2010).
\textsuperscript{29} Ahmad Zain Sarnoto dan Lamya Hayatina, “Polarization of the Muslim community towards government policies in overcoming the COVID-19 pandemic in Indonesia,” \textit{Linguistics and Culture Review} 5, no. S1 (2021): 642–52.
fathers. In 2005, the Supreme Court concluded that any outsider who wishes to marry an Indonesian woman must save IDR (500,000,000 rupiah) into the balance sheet. Cash is used as collateral to help the couple if their marriage is separated. In the case of separation, an "outah" must be given, a gift at the time of separation so that the couple can live. Marriage registration is a collection of marriage management information handled by the marriage registrar. In the writing of Islamic law, marriage registration is regulated based on ijtihad. Marriage is one of the bonds that are recommended in Islam. This is done to fulfill God's command so that humans do not fall into disbelief.

**Polygamy as civil law in Islam**

Polygamy implies a marriage bond in which one party (the couple) marries more than one wife simultaneously, while monogamy implies a marriage that allows the husband to have one wife for a certain period. In Islamic law, polygamy is essential for a substantial marriage with a breaking point, only for four women. Polygamy is supported by Muslims depending on Chapter 4 of the Quran. Its part empowers men to marry women "two, three, or four"; However, they must have a single partner if they are "fearful" that they will not have the option of treating them all the same way. Furthermore, humanity will see a challenge to achieve this despite their most important efforts, as verse 129 shows. Polygamy is taboo in Islam, and the Qur'an recommends monogamy as the primary type of marriage that is adequate in Islam. public arena.

Regarding "being left out or stranded between women," the Qur'an may advocate polygamy if justice can be served by double marriage by the male side. These conditions include: (1) the wife has no problem with polygamy during or before the marriage contract, and if the spouse refuses, the wife has the privilege of bringing the difference to an Islamic court; (2) the wife does not question polygamy during or before the marriage contract, and if

---


35 Wibowo, “Studi perbandingan hukum pengaturan kewenangan kejaksaan dalam penuntutan perkara pidana menurut kitab undang-undang hukum acara pidana (KUHAP) dan menurut hukum acara pidana Jepang (Japan Criminal Procedure Code).”


the husband ignores this, the wife has the option of taking the difference to an Islamic court; (3) wife has two, if one can treat all his women sincerely and fairly, (3) if he is rich enough to handle all their problems.  

Evidence in civil in modern Islam context Individual Personal Law

The law on people (personenrecht) at Burgerlijk Wetboek (BW) is regulated in Book I entitled Van Personen, which contains regulations on legal subjects. Besides that, it also contains family relations regulations, namely, marriage and rights marital wealth. Sari, said that everyone, both residents and outsiders, is a holder of rights and commitments who has the privilege to perform lawful acts, including completing agreements with different meetings. Contract law in Indonesia is indeed very volatile because of the whole set of laws that are unique in each of these countries. This article is structured to look at the legal provisions of the meaning of civil law for people who are part of the fundamental civil law as indicated by the Civil Code and Islamic Law. Meliala, also proven a similar study in a study entitled "Civil Law in the Perspective of BW."

Sugiswati, says that marriage is defined as a concept of solidarity between a man and a woman, which results in the creation of property related to marriage. There are two types of property in marriage: personal property and property in marriage. Property acquired during the marriage is called marital property. There are three approaches to examining property in marriage law: Islamic law, general law, and general law. If a marriage ends in divorce, the assets acquired during the marriage are divided. Following Indonesian Islamic Law and Indonesian common law, property in marriage will be divided equally between the spouses; however, according to local law, property in marriage will be divided differently. In contrast to Indonesian Islamic Law and Indonesian Civil Law, property in marriage will be divided differently.

---

39 DR Titik Triwulan Tutik dan MH SH, Hukum perdata dalam sistem hukum nasional (Kencana, 2015).
41 Meliala, “Hukum Waris Menurut Kitab Undang-Undang Hukum Perdata.”
Fikri's study,\textsuperscript{44} strengthens our study with the theme of law as God's standard where Islamic law is firm and does not necessarily fall apart by the times, while Islamic law as a law intended for individuals is versatile and accepts all the necessities of life. So, while reacting to changes and progress of local public activity, Islamic law must follow its personal. God's revelation always upholds Islamic law because it is God's law. Again, the quantity of brilliant disclosure is limited, while the quantity of cultural change is unlimited. Thus, the foundation of Islamic law is expected to fill as a link between disclosure and cultural reality, filling the holes in the entire legal chain. Reality must be relentless and open to consistent disclosure, and disclosure should not be isolated from the real world.\textsuperscript{45}

Asasriwarnia and Jandra's,\textsuperscript{46} study on comprehensive Islamic law, general law, and customary-based law were essential. Their study uncovers the ideas of correlation of available sets of laws, their sources, history, and examination of the substance of the legal framework. The broad range of legal examinations is characterized by similarities and contrasts to the law's various components. Islamic law thoroughly directs the different parts of human existence in this arrangement, incorporating relationships with the universe, God, and the grand universe. So Islamic law is complete and can provide a sense of security and justice in line with civil law.\textsuperscript{47}

In addition to civil law, Indonesia also uses religious law sourced from us sacred and the consensus of the ulama.\textsuperscript{48} The MUI emerged as having a vague disposition towards the popular government. It has recognized several essential rules for a voice-based society and state, such as correspondence under reasonable legal and administrative control. Nonetheless, Dewan is very traditionalist in defending Islamic beliefs and philosophies.\textsuperscript{49} Likewise, Hefner's,\textsuperscript{50} findings on the subject of Islam and majority governance in Indonesia have been pushed to the focal point of strategic considerations and examinations. Examiners differ on whether Indonesia provides a picture of effective popularity-based change in the Muslim-majority country. This article returns to a book compiled almost 20 years earlier, Civil Islam:

\textsuperscript{44} Fikri Fikri, “Dinamika Hukum Perdata Islam di Indonesia” (TrustMedia Publishing, 2015).
\textsuperscript{45} Tutik dan SH, \textit{Hukum perdata dalam sistem hukum nasional}.
\textsuperscript{47} S. H. Sulaikin Lubis, \textit{Hukum Acara Perdata Peradilan Agama di Indonesia} (Kencana, 2018).
Muslims and democratization in Indonesia. This resolves the topic of how much the 1998 amendment guarantee has been met.

Civil law regarding family

Djuniarti,\textsuperscript{51} examines the law of marital property that has taken an essential part in everyday life in every way when marriage is still going as expected. Following the regulation of marriage law, property acquired during the marriage becomes joint property. In formal juridical terms, the definition of joint property is property obtained by a husband and wife during marriage. The end of exploration is that property with individual rights cannot be claimed or combined. Likewise, the Padang,\textsuperscript{52} study about the miracle of mixed marriages between spouses of various identities, considering Indonesian workers and unknown specialists. Problems arise when setting up authentication from a marriage official and planning a different marriage certificate or report. The Indonesian government will provide the correct data and sites to couples who want to get married.

Rizal’s study,\textsuperscript{53} the presence of the Ahwal al-Syakhshiyah study program at the Syari’ah Faculty of the State Islamic Institute (IAIN) Kediri is expected to produce legal experts. Understanding this goal should be supported by the dissemination of relevant courses. One of the subjects referred to is polite law, and students are relied on to understand standard law courses better. The creators found very few references in general laws using simple techniques to develop students' understanding further. The issue of civil law related to family law was also carried out by Sudrajat,\textsuperscript{54} who found how the legal protection of children's rights as human rights in the perspective of the family law system in Indonesia.

Heritage in the context of the country

Moechthar,\textsuperscript{55} studied comprehensive inheritance law instruments in Indonesia, which were isolated into three frameworks; in particular, the general legal instrument for western heirs was obtained from the burgerlijk wetboek, a general legal instrument come from the Al-

Qur’an, Al-Hadith, and Ijma Ulama, and the standard of inheritance law. In some instances, the inheritance status of the deceased heir if the deceased heir does not leave the primary heir, and a will, so that the inheritance tradition is classified as a reprehensible inheritance (onbeheerde nalatenschap). The Orphan Court accepted his cooperation to act as the neglected chairman.

Meanwhile, Al-Ghazali,56 adopted in common law is a demonstration that balances children with biological children, both in terms of awareness and inheritance. In Islamic law, the reception will not lead to blood relations and does not become the premise and reason for inheritance. This article examines the legal situation of adopted children in inheritance from the books of customary law and Islamic law.

Civil law on property in the context of the state

Simatupang,57 focused on the disharmony of laws and rules in guardianship in Indonesia. Article 366 of the Civil Code communicates that the Heritage Hall is scattered as the trusted overseer in each trust referenced. Regardless, it stops amid a horde of events, especially related to family law and wealth. The review results show that administration ought to, regardless, be finished because the Marriage Law does not yet unequivocally address guardianship. Widanarti,58 takes a gander at the legitimate delayed consequences of mixed connections concerning personal assets. Marriage Law 1 of 1974 oversees matters that identify with marriage yet controls the marital property. The complexity of the issue in abundance on account of mixed connections moreover controls worldwide law rules. Like this, the marriage confirmation of appreciation can be finished after the marriage by introducing an application to the court and getting an extreme association.

Yuniarlin and Heriyani,59 focused on a review of Islamic law on inheritance halls’ ability to supervise non-specialist plenitude. Disappeared individuals do not lose their status as legitimate subjects who have rights and obligations. Along these lines, it is essential for

security interests and property. In Islamic Law, the upheld relationship to oversee missing individuals' resources is a brief zakat association, as shown by the Civil Code; a non-existent resource association is a certifiable awe-inspiring phenomenon. Orlando,⁶⁰ shows how the transport of heritage is according to the standard law rules of the Akit faction. The division of inheritance from guards to individuals uses mainly based on law and Islam. The neglected child gets a gift or will be given by his tolerant watchman 33% of the heritage, and the gift ought to be intentional and certifiable. The examination chooses the execution of heritage to take the children in getting inheritance from the unseasoned guardians and get legal information for the acknowledged adolescents.

CONCLUSION

This section summarizes the results of a study that aims to understand civil law in the context of contemporary Islam in Indonesia through a review of many publications that discuss civil law in Islam from an Islamic perspective. The core of our findings include that we found civil law in Islamic perspective, marriage law in an Islamic context that emphasizes Islamic views following the state's view, how is the evidence for the study of civil law in an Islamic context; including the prime law of the individual section of the individual, the civil law of the family, the law of inheritance in the Islamic context. We can conclude that Islamic civil law includes Munakahat (everything related to marriage, divorce and its legal consequences); Wiratsat (managing all matters with heirs, heirs, inheritance, and distribution of inheritance); and Mu'amalah (in a unique sense regulating material matters and rights to objects, human relations).
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